
Hi-Lo Plus is the farm-tested result-proven 
feeding pan, carrying and maintaining all the 
successful features from years of practice and 
experience. Putting the birds’ comfort and 
farmers’ convenience at first place, the new Hi-Lo 
Plus is thoughfully engineered for assuring both 
farmers’ and birds’ satisfaction. The iconic 
high-low adjustable feature and swing-able 
design provide birds an ergonomic feeding 
position throughout the entire life cycle. The 
unique structure smartly makes assembling the 
pan easy for every farmer yet satisfies the GSI’s 
highest quality and performance standards.

The Hi-Lo Plus is the game changer of poultry 
pan feeder, the must-have tool for poultry 
farmers and one of the best choices for your 
business growth.



Hi-Lo Plus is the latest feeding pan in Cumberland family, inheriting the long-lasting, quality, and time-tested practical yet effective 
features, plus the new upgraded functions backed by years of experience and market-proven feedback.

Hi-Lo Plus is a true evolution, a perfect combination of durability, flexibility, solid workmanship, instant performance and proven 
results, a guarantee of your maximum productivity and profitability.

Hi-Lo Plus can be upgraded gaplessly from 
Hi-Lo with inter-changing parts. This 
enhanced design concept eyes on maximizing 
the ROI of your business. 

The thoughtful flexibility provides 
a safer and better feeding 
position without bruises on birds’ 
breast and super convenience 
for cleaning and drying.

The high wall reduces feed 
waste from birds’ pecking, 
saving feed cost and increasing 
FCR. Smooth finishing ensures 
healthy and beautiful birds 
without scratches or rashes. Fit 
your feeding style the best. Low 
level for accurate feeding 
control, high level for energy 
cost efficiency.

“Telescope” structure makes 
installation extremely easy 
and time saving. Simply put it 
on and it is ready to go.

This unique precision-engineered 
and farm-tested external 
adjustment ring provides you 
ultimate simplicity and hygiene. It 
provides you an extremely easy way 
to change the feeding level without 
touching and contaminating the 
feed. From level 1 to level 6, one 
pan can fit your feeding style the 
best. Low level for accurate feeding 
control, high level for energy cost 
efficiency.

The upgraded version of slide cap 
provides unbeatable convenience. 
It is extremely easy to attach to and 
detach from the feeding tube 
without compromising the firm 
and stable connection.
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